PB560 Ventilator Client Version

To Access Parameter Menu if locked:
Press and hold up and down arrow keys for 6 seconds

To Make Parameter Changes:
1. Highlight the parameter you want to change with the black box on the left of the parameter using the up/down arrow keys
2. Press the check mark a +/- sign appears beside the parameter to be changed and the parameter flashes
3. Using the up/down arrow, adjust to your desired setting
4. Press the check mark key to accept the change (must be done within 7 seconds or the parameter reverts to its previous setting)
Filters to use: ID # 308; white side faces out, all sides must be fully inserted into the air intake area; check weekly, change as needed (disposable)

**Power Supply:** A/C, D/C, Internal Battery

*Internal battery* (length of time depends on ventilator settings-4-6hrs generally)

- displayed as a battery symbol in the top middle of the display screen initially in % of battery life remaining
- LED is illuminated beside the battery symbol on the left hand side
- After a few minutes of ventilation on set parameters, the % changes to an amount of time i.e., 6:30
- **NEVER LET IT GO BELOW 20% BATTERY LIFE FOR SAFETY OF THE CLIENT**
- Continuous alarm and “Empty Battery” displayed at 5%
- “End of Battery” displayed at 0-5%
- Device must be immediately plugged in to external power source
- Battery takes 8hrs to recharge

**Humidifiers:** active humidifier with bedside set up; Heat Moisture Exchanger is used with the wheelchair set up if no Passy Muir Valve/Speaking Valve is in use

**Alarms:** The only two alarms PROP routinely sets in ACV are high and low pressure

To **start Ventilation**, press the Start/Stop key on the bottom left corner of the unit. The blue LED light above it will turn off.

To **stop ventilation**, press and hold the Start/Stop key for 3 seconds, release key when prompted, press the on/off key again to confirm the intentional stop of ventilation. Blue LED light will turn on to indicate the vent is in standby mode.

Proper placement of air inlet filter
Use the Pages Selection button to the left of the up/down arrows to switch between these two screens.

PROP is funded by the Province of British Columbia Ministry of Health through Vancouver Coastal Health.